Accounting and Finance for Managers

By Nitin Balwani

Excel Books, 2001. Softcover. Book Condition: New. The aim of this book is to make better managers rather than making accountants. Therefore, this book fills the void that exists today in the managers’ education. It brings together, all essential accounting and financial techniques, that every manager needs. It explains the techniques and their applications in the managerial world in a simple language, without going into mathematical proofs which are not essential for using these techniques. The book has been developed with a manager’s frame of reference and does not take any previous knowledge of the subject for granted because today’s management students come from diverse backgrounds. The book is structured in such a way that it can be used in both, the semester as well as trimester patterns of various PGDM & MBA programs. It can also be used in courses which focus on application of management techniques and not just the theoretical aspects of the subject. The book will also serve as an excellent reference for the practicing managers in their day-to-day application and understanding of the subject. Contents include: The World of Finance/Accounting Simplified/Financial Markets and Financial Instruments/Financial Reporting/Balance Sheet Demystified/Profit & Loss A/c Demystified/Cash Flow Statement Demystified/Financial...

Reviews

This is the best publication we have study till now. It is written in basic terms and not difficult to understand. I am effortlessly will get a satisfaction of studying a written pdf.
-- Jasen Roberts

This pdf will be worth buying. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am easily can get a enjoyment of reading through a published book.
-- Paul Ankunding
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Managerial accounting differs from financial accounting because the intended purpose of managerial accounting is to assist users internal to the company in making well-informed business decisions. Main Objectives of Both Accounting Practices. Managerial accounting information is aimed at helping managers within the organization make well-informed business decisions, while financial accounting is aimed at providing financial information to parties outside the organization. Financial accounting must conform to certain standards, in accordance with GAAP as a requisite for maintaining their publicly traded status. What's an example of a P&L statement? Corporate Finance & Accounting. What does financial accounting focus on? Career Advice. Accounting has three broad categories â€“ financial accounting, management accounting and cost accounting whereas financial management is a process with financial planning and budgeting, financial reporting, accounts record keeping and financial controls. Finance Blog Courses. Finance for Non Finance Managers Certification. Cost Accounting Course. US GAAP Course. Finance and accounting may sound similar but there are many important differences of finance vs. accounting you must know. This guide will analyze the key similarities and differences between finance vs. accounting careers. For university graduates, these are two of the most common options, and each offers a rewarding career path for unique reasons. Please explore the guide below to plan your career accordingly! Finance. Finance is the management of money and investments for individuals, corporations, and governments. Accounting For Managers. 1. Creating Provision against fluctuation in the price of investment is an example of which accounting convention. Convention of conservatism. Convention of full disclosure. Correct answer: (B) Personal a/c. 7. Managerial accounting information is generally prepared for. Shareholders. Creditors. Managers. Regulatory agencies. View answer. Correct answer: (C) Managers. 8. True & fair profit and loss a/c of a company know by. Preparing trial balance. Preparing respective ledger of account.